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Concepts addressed:  
Regional and global economic and environmental interdependence  
 

1. European Union, NAFTA (North American Free Trade Agreement)  
A. Groups of nations now seeking to improve ease of trade in interests of profit, investment 

opportunities  
B. Agreements tend toward advantage of stockholders/investors, especially in already large 

enterprises - less helpful for employees if labor agreements (e.g. minimum wages, 
health/safety standards) not incorporated into the agreements  

2. International banking and aid organizations - ego International Monetary Fund (IMF) and World 
Bank  

A. In wake of economic crisis brought about by weak commodity prices, high levels of 
borrowing, and (often) corrupt governments, international lending and economic reform 
organizations may be called in to lend a hand  

B. IMF policies often in line with so-called "Washington Consensus" economies supposed to 
prosper if governments do not intervene, if foreign investment is unrestricted, and if no 
tariffs/trade barriers are present - in practice, results not good and may trigger further crisis, 
especially as the poor get poorer and infrastructure remains absent  

C. Developed countries often primary donors to such organizations yet do not adjust own laws, 
governmental roles in the economy according to their expectations of recipients - sense of 
double standard  

3. New technologies permit increasing interdependence  
A. Internet, faxes, teleconferencing, satellites for long distance phone calls all make it possible 

for businesses to "outsource" – i.e., to have employees in locations where salary levels are 
lower - or to have employees work out of home offices - thereby saving on overhead costs 
while allowing employees some flexibility in hours, etc.  

B. Improvements in shipping – e.g., standardization of container shipping crates; improvements 
and reduction in cost of air transport makes exports potentially more competitive on local 
markets but may remove livings from domestic producers unless they can shift to new 
activities  

4. Environmental issues  
A. Global warming spurred by industrialization yet the consequences (higher temperatures, rising 

sea levels, thaws in permafrost, storms) experienced globally - therefore, solutions must be 
developed by the international community  

B. Exploitation of natural resources leaves effects  
i. Mining leads to run off that alters the composition of lakes/ streams - which, in turn, 

might kill aquatic life  
ii. Depletion of oil reserves and environmental damage associated with oil 

production/refining/transport - Exxon Valdez spill in Alaska was a spectacular 
example of the destruction to flora and fauna due to oil  

iii. Deforestation of rainforests reduces global oxygen production/ carbon dioxide 
absorption - forests cut in South America mainly to serve consumers in developed 
countries  

C. By-products associated with production of nuclear energy often buried or sent to locations 
well away from population centers but pollution of ground, water effects people and animals 
nonetheless  


